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Preparing for the Tax Season...
If you're confused about taxes or have a lot of questions it's 
probably wise to seek help.

Originally you might have thought it’s a good idea to prepare your 
own taxes, but didn’t anticipate all the IRS jargon, confusing rules, 
and recent regulatory changes. If you find yourself frustrated or 
even overwhelmed and unsure you may want to reach out and 
consider professional assistance.

For most, there are several qualified professionals available. Their 
fees will vary depending on the complexity of the situation and 
need.

Briefly, they are... the "Annual Filing Season Program" certificate 
holder, a 40 hour course administered through the firm they 
represent, generally found at your local big name storefront. Next 
there is the Enrolled Agent. These individuals have completed a 
multi-level study and testing program which leads to becoming 
federally licensed through the Internal Revenue Service directly, 
and finally a Certified Public Accountant or Tax Attorney.

Preparers prepare your taxes according to the guidelines issued by 
the Internal Revenue Service. These guidelines can be complex and 
can change from year to year.

Choosing a professional? Use the complexity of your finances as 
your guide. As a general rule, the more complicated your tax 
situation, the more advantageous it might be for you to bring in 
additional expertise. Gauging complexity? It's a challenge actually, 
but if you have any of the following situations, you've qualified ...

You Own or Sold a Business
You Had a Major Life Event
You Were an Active Investor
You Want to Itemize or You Bought/Sold a Home
You Have Income from Multiple States
You Hate Working with Numbers
You Just Don't Have the Time or Patience
You Have Foreign Assets
You Provide Financial Support to Family Members
Your Past Due or Need Amendments to Previous Years

Many Americans Pay Someone Else to Prepare Their Tax Returns...
Why you ask…? Because, the Number 1 reason for using a tax professional is not the preparation of your documents, it’s about the desire 
to manage and minimize your tax bill for the years ahead regardless of complexity. 

It’s called tax planning, and neglecting it is the Number 3 reason why people may experience a shortfall when building assets for a future 
need, like retirement... inflation tops the list followed by not starting early enough.

Tax planning is the analysis of a person's financial situation in order to minimize tax liabilities in a legal and efficient manner. By the way  
the "Abacus Educational Service" provides a "Tax Plan Assessment" for every return "Abacus Finance" prepares for their clients...

Interested in Learning More?
We Use Zoom Meetings for all Abacus Consultations

Call to Schedule... (800) 921-1945
AbacusFinance.net
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Why Tax Planning?
Taxes are one of life's certainties, and no one likes giving up some of their hard-earned cash. With proper tax 
preparation, however, it's possible to pay less in taxes or receive a larger refund at the end of the year. While paying 
taxes is inevitable, there are several ways to diminish your tax burden and end each year with more money. Proper 
tax planning makes it easier to build your personal finances and afford the things you want.

How Tax Planning Works...
Tax planning offers short and long-term benefits, but you'll want to take a long view of your financial situation to 
maximize savings. Tax planning covers several considerations. Considerations include timing of income, size, and 
timing of purchases, and planning for other expenditures. Also, the selection of investments and types of retirement 
plans must complement the tax filing status along with credits/deductions to create the best possible outcome.

You Should Consider Every Aspect of Your Financial Life...
Taxes affect so many parts of your life that you may forget different ways to save. If you fail to consider the tax 
implications of a big financial decision, you could end up wasting a lot of money. For example, the tax laws surrounding 
home sales can be particularly painful for uninformed buyers and sellers.

In addition to saving on taxes for the current and future years, effective tax planning can reduce eventual estate taxes, 
maximize the amount of funds you will have available for retirement, reduce the cost of financing your children’s 
education, and assist you in managing your cash flow to help you meet your financial objectives.

Are You an Investor...
Tax gain-loss harvesting is another form of tax planning or management relating to investments. It is helpful because 
it can use a portfolio's losses to offset overall capital gains. According to the IRS, short and long-term capital losses 
must first be used to offset capital gains of the same type. In other words, long-term losses offset long-term gains 
before offsetting short-term gains. Short-term capital gains, or earnings from assets owned for less than one year, 
are taxed at ordinary income rates.

In Conclusion...
Bottom line, it's smart to evaluate how a current life event impacted your financial life or if anticipating one could in 
the next 12 months. With proper tax planning, you can make your life much easier and potentially pocket additional 
money along the way. Tax planning strategies could also defer some of your current year’s tax liability into a future 
year, thereby freeing up cash for investment, business, or personal use now.
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